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MedTerms medical dictionary is the medical terminology for MedicineNet.com. Our doctors define difficult medical language in easy-to-understand explanations of over 19,000 medical terms. MedTerms medical dictionary is the medical terminology for MedicineNet.com. Our doctors define difficult medical language in easy-to-understand explanations of over 19,000 medical terms. MedTerms online medical dictionary provides quick access to hard-to-spell and often misspelled medical definitions through an extensive alphabetical listing. An encyclopedic dictionary typically includes many short listings, arranged alphabetically, and discussing a wide range of topics. Encyclopedic dictionaries can be general, containing articles on topics in many different fields; or they can specialize in a particular field, such as art, biography, law, medicine, or philosophy. They may also be organized around a particular academic, cultural, ethnic, or national perspective. AIDS-RELATED COMPLEX (ARC) Cluster of symptoms/signs occurring in some cases of HIV infection, including two or more of the following: fever > 38°C, weight loss, persistent diarrhea, fatigue, lymphadenopathy, night sweats, anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, low CD4 T-cell count. AIRBORNE INFECTION A mechanism of transmission of an infectious agent by particles, dust, or DROPLET NUCLEI suspended in the air. See also TRANSMISSION OF INFECTION. The term is commonly used to describe a structured process, for instance, relating to computer programming or to health planning. See also DECISIONTREE. ALGORITHM, CLINICAL (Syn: clinical protocol) An explicit description of steps to be taken in patient care in specified circumstances. The book that tickled me was a collection of the satirical aphorisms of Ambrose Bierce, culled from his inordinately successful newspaper columns of the late-1800s. It was known at the time as The Cynic's Word Book, and the columns were later collected and published as The Devil's Dictionary. I have worked all the while to try to keep Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary from falling into what one might call the Dictionary3 Trap. Encyclopedic entries: Detailed, comprehensive information is included with entries that require additional coverage because of their importance or complexity. Often this information is organized into several sections, each with its own subheading.